Abstract. Type systems for programming languages help reasoning about program behavior and early nding of bugs. Recent applications of type systems include analysis of various program behaviors such as side effects, resource usage, security properties, and concurrency. This paper is a tutorial of one of such applications: type systems for analyzing behavior of concurrent processes. We start with a simple type system and extend it step by step to obtain more expressive type systems to reason about deadlock-freedom, safe usage of locks, etc.
Introduction
Most of modern programming languages are equipped with type systems, which help reasoning about program behavior and early nding of bugs. This paper is a tutorial of type systems for concurrent programs.
Functional programming language ML [19] is one of the most successful applications of a type system that are widely used in practice. The type system of ML automatically infers what type of value each function can take, and checks whether an appropriate argument is supplied to the function. For example, if one denes a function to return the successor of an integer, the type system of ML infers that it should take an integer and return an integer:
fun succ x = x+1; val succ = fn : int -> int Here, the line in the italic style shows the system's output. If one tries to apply the function to a string by mistake, the type system reports an error before executing the program:
f "a";
Error: operator and operand don't agree ... Thanks to the type system, most of the bugs are found in the type-checking phase.
Type systems for concurrent programming languages have been, however, less satisfactory. For example, consider the following program in CML [25] . fun f(x:int) = let val y=channel() in recv(y)+x end; Function f takes an integer as an argument. It rst creates a new communication channel y (by channel()) and then tries to receive a value from the channel. It is blocked forever since there is no process to send a value on y. This function is, however, type-checked in CML and given a type int ! int.
To improve the situation above, type systems for analyzing usage of concurrency primitives have been extensively studied in the last decade [2, 4{6, 10{ 13, 20{22, 31] . Given concurrent programs, those type systems analyze whether processes communicate with each other in a disciplined manner, so that a message is received by the intended process, that no deadlock happens, that no race condition occurs, etc.
The aim of this paper is to summarize the essence of type systems for analyzing concurrent programs. Since concurrent programs are harder to debug than sequential programs, we believe that type systems for concurrent programs should be applied more widely and play more important roles in debugging and verication of programs. We hope that this paper serves as a guide for those who are interested in further extending type systems for concurrent programs or incorporating some of the type systems into programming languages and tools.
We use the -calculus [17, 18, 27] as the target language of type systems in this paper. Since the -calculus is simple but expressive enough to express various features of real concurrent programming languages, it is not dicult to extend type systems for the -calculus to those for full-scale programming languages.
Section 2 introduces the syntax and operational semantics of the -calculus.
In Sections 3{8, we rst present a simple type system, and extend it step by step to obtain more advanced type systems. Section 9 concludes this paper.
Target Language
We use a variant of the -calculus [17, 18, 27] as the target language. Thecalculus models processes interacting with each other through communication channels. Processes and communication channels can be dynamically created, and references to communication channels can be dynamically exchanged among processes so that the communication topology can change dynamically.
Denition 1 (processes, values). The sets of expressions, process expressions, and value expressions, ranged over by A, P , and v respectively, are dened by the following syntax.
A ::= P j v P ::= 0 j x![v 1 ; : : : ; v n ] j x?[y 1 : 1 ; : : : ; y n : n ]: P j (P j Q) j (x : ) P j 3P j if v then P else Q v ::= x j true j false In the denition above, denotes a type introduced in later sections. The type information need not be specied by a programmer (unless the programmer wants to check the type); As in ML [19] , it can be automatically inferred in most of the type systems introduced in this paper. We write P 0! Q if Q is reduced to P in one step (by a communication or reduction of a conditional expression). The formal operational semantics is found in the literature on the -calculus [17, 27] .
We give below simple examples, which we will use later to explain type systems. In some of the examples, we use integers and operations on them.
Example 1 (ping server). The process 3ping? [ For example, the following expression denes a recursive process that takes a pair consisting of an integer n and a channel r as an argument and sends n messages on r. Example 3 (locks and objects). A concurrent object can be modeled by multiple processes, each of which handles each method of the object [12, 16, 23] . For example, the following process models an object that has an integer as a state and provides services to set and read the state. The channel s is used to store the state. The process above waits to receive request messages on channels set and read. For example, when a request set! [3] arrives, it sets the state to 3 and sends an acknowledgment on r.
Since more than one processes may access the above object concurrently, some synchronization is necessary if a process wants to increment the state of the object by rst sending a read request and then a set request. A lock can be implemented using a communication channel. Since a receiver on a channel is blocked until a message becomes available, the locked state can be modeled by the absence of a message in the lock channel, and the unlocked state can be modeled by the presence of a message. The operation to acquire a lock is implemented as the operation to receive a message along the lock channel, and the operation to release the lock as the operation to send a message on the channel. For example, the following process increment the state of the object using a lock channel lock. In this section, we introduce a simple type system [7, 30] In order to avoid the confusion between booleans and channels and the arity mismatch error above, it is sucient to classify values into booleans and channels, and to further classify channels according to the shape of transmitted values. We dene the syntax of types as follows.
::= bool j [ 1 ; : : : ; n ] chan ::= j proc Type bool is the type of booleans, and [ 1 ; : : : ; n ] chan is the type of channels that are used for transmitting a tuple of values of types 1 ; : : : ; n . For example, if x is used for sending a pair of booleans, x must have type [bool; bool] chan. A special type proc is the type of processes. The programming errors given in the beginning of this section are prevented by assigning to ping a type [bool] chan.
An expression is called well-typed if each value is consistently used according to its type. The notion of well-typeness is relative to the assumption about free variables, represented by a type environment. It is a mapping form a nite set of variables to types. We use a meta-variable 0 to denote a type environment. We write ; for the typing environment whose domain is empty, and write dom(0 ) for the domain of 0 . When x 6 2 dom(0 ), we write 0; x : for the type environment We write 0`A : if an expression A (which is either a value expression or a process expression) is well-typed and has type under the type environment 0 . The relation 0`A : is dened by the set of inference rules shown in Figure 1 .
Most of the rules should be self-explanatory for those who are familiar with type systems for sequential programming languages. The rule (ST-Weak) means that we can replace a type environment with a stronger assumption. It is equivalent to the usual weakening rule for adding an extra type binding to the type environment. We use (ST-Weak) since it is more convenient for extending the type system later. The rule (ST-New) checks that x is indeed used as a channel of the intended type in P .
The rule (ST-Out) checks that the destination channel x indeed has a channel type, and that each argument v i has the type i , as specied by the type of x. The rule (ST-In) checks that x has a channel type, and that the continuation part P is well-typed provided that each formal parameter y i is bound to a value of the type i as specied by the type of x. Those rules are analogous to the rules for function application and abstraction.
The above type system guarantees that if a process is well-typed, there is no confusion between booleans and channels or arity mismatch error. 4 A Type System with Input/Output Modes Even if a program is type-checked in the simple type system in the previous section, the program may still contain a lot of simple programming errors. For example, the ping server in Example 1 may be written as 3ping? [r] : r?[ ]: 0 by mistake. Then, clients cannot receive any reply from the server. Similarly, a client of the server may receive a message along ping instead of sending a message either by mistake or maliciously. In Example 3, a user of the object may receive a message along the interface channels set and read instead of sending a message.
We can prevent the above-mentioned errors by classifying the types of channels according to whether the channels can be used for input (receiving a value) or output (sending a value) [21] . We redene the syntax of types as follows:
: (see [21] ). We do not do so in this paper for the sake of simplicity. The type system in Section 4 prevents a ping server from using a reply channel for input, but it does not detect a mistake that the server forgets to send a reply. For example, the process 3ping? [ We can prevent the errors above by further classifying the channel types according to how often channels are used [13] . The syntax of types is redened as follows: We can check that a ping server does not forget to send a reply by type- which forgets to release the lock in the else-clause. We can prevent the errors above by putting into channel types information about not only how often channels are used but also in which order channels are used for input and output. We redene the syntax of types as follows.
::= bool j [ 1 ; : : : ; n ] chan U U (usages) ::= 0 j j?:U j!:U j (U 1 j U 2 ) j U 1 & U 2 j :U A channel type is annotated with a usage [14, 28] , which denotes how channels can be used for input and output. Usage 0 describes a channel that cannot be used at all. Usage ?:U describes a channel that is rst used for input and then used according to U. Usage !:U describes a channel that is be rst used for output and then used according to U. Usage U 1 j U 2 describes a channel that is used according to U 1 and U 2 possibly in parallel. Usage U 1 & U 2 describes a channel that is used according to either U 1 or U 2 . Usage :U describes a channel that is used recursively according to [:U=]U. For example, :(0 & (!:)) describes a channel that can be sequentially used for output an arbitrary number of times.
We often write ? and ! for ?:0 and !:0 respectively. We also write 3U and !U for :(0 & (U j )) and :(U j ) respectively. Usage 3U describes a channel that can be used according to U an arbitrary number of times, while usage !U describes a channel that should be used according to U innitely often.
We can enforce the correct usage of a lock channel by assigning the usage ! j 3?:! to it. We can also express linearity information of the previous section: (? m1 ; ! m2 ) is expressed by usage m 1 ? j m 2 ! where 1U = U and 0U = 0.
Before dening typing rules, we introduce a subusage relation U U 0 , which means that a channel of usage U can be used as a channel of usage U 0 . Here, we dene it using a simulation relation. We consider a reduction relation U ' 0! U 0 on usages, where ' is a multiset consisting of ! and ?. It means that the operations described by ' can be simultaneously applied to a channel of usage U, and the resulting usage becomes U 0 . The reduction relation is dened by the rules in Using the above relations, the subusage relation is dened as follows.
Denition 2 (subusage relation). The subusage relation is the largest relation that satises the following two conditions. In rule (UT-In), the assumption 0; x : [ 1 ; : : : ; n ] chan U ; y : 1 ; : : : ; y : n`P : proc implies that the channel x is used according to U after the input succeeds. So, x is used according to ?:U in total. Similar ordering information is taken into account in rule (UT-Out). The usage of y is inferred to be ?. Therefore, we know that the process will be blocked on the input on y forever. which does not release the lock because of deadlock on channels x and y.
We can prevent deadlocks by associating with each input (?) or output usage (!) an obligation level and a capability level. 1 Intuitively, the obligation level of an action denotes the degree of the necessity of the action being executed, while the capability level of an action denotes the degree of the guarantee for the success of the action.
We extend the syntax of types as follows. The side condition t c < 0 in the rules (DT-Out) and (DT-In) expresses constraints on obligation and capability levels. It means that t c must be less than all the obligation levels appearing at the top level (those which are not guarded by ?: and !:). The type system guarantees that any closed well-typed process is deadlockfree in the sense that unless the process diverges, no input or output action with a nite capability level is blocked forever.
Example 6. The usage of a lock is rened as ! 0 1 j 3? 1 t :! t 1 . The part ! 0 1 means that a value must be put into the channel immediately (so as to simulate the unlocked state). The part ? 1 t means that any actions may be performed before acquiring the lock and that once a process tries to acquire the lock, the process can eventually acquire the lock. The part ! t 1 means that once a process has acquired the lock, it can only perform actions with capability levels less than t before releasing the lock. Suppose that locks l 1 In this section, we illustrate how the type systems introduced in this paper may be applied to programming languages. The language we use below does not exist. We borrow the syntax from ML [19] , Pict [24] , and HACL [15] .
First, the ping server in Example 1 can be written as follows: Here, the rst line denes an abbreviation for a type. The part !o is the channel usage introduced in Section 6 and o means that the obligation level introduced in Section 7 is nite. In the second line, the type annotation for r asserts that r should be used as a reply channel. (In the syntax of ML, [] in the type annotation is unit.) The third line is the output of the type system. It says that ping can be used an arbitrary number of times for sending a reply channel, and it is guaranteed that the channel is received (c means that the capability level is nite) and a reply will eventually come back.
The following program forgets to send a reply in the else-clause: The process newlock takes a channel r as an argument, creates a new lock channel, sets its state to the unlocked state, and returns the lock channel through r. The system's output says that one can send a request for creating locks an arbitrary number of times, that the request will be eventually received, and that a lock will be sent back along the reply channel. If a lock is used in a wrong manner, the program will be rejected: Since the lock l is not released in the program, the usage of l is not consistent with the type Lock.
